• The Arab of the future: a graphic memoir: a childhood in the Middle East. Sattouf, Riad
• The wall: Growing up behind the Iron Curtain. Sis, Peter
• Octavia E. Butler's Kindred. Duffy, Damian
• Army of God: Joseph Kony’s war in Central Africa. Axe, David
• Students for a democratic society: a graphic history. Pekar, Harvey
• Drowned city: Hurricane Katrina & New Orleans. Brown, Don
• Latino USA: a cartoon history. Stavans, Ilan
• Fist, stick, knife, gun: a personal history of violence. Nicholas, Jamar
• Vietnamecira: a family’s journey. Tran, G.B.
• Escape to gold mountain: a graphic history of the Chinese in North America. Wong, David
• Fax from Sarajevo: a story of survival. Kubert, Joe
• Anya’s ghost. Brosdog, Vera
• Rise: the story of the Egyptian revolution as written shortly before it began. Shahin, Tarek
• Still I rise: a cartoon history of African Americans. Laird, Roland Owen
• Cuba: My revolution. Lockpez, Inverna
• Boxers & Saints. Yang, Gene Luen
• James Sturm’s America: Gold, gold and golems. Sturm, James
• Blue spring. Matsumoto, Taiyo
• March: book three. Lewis, John.
• Maus: a survivor’s tale. Spiegelman, Art
• Persepolis. Satrapi, Marjane
• The arrival. Tan, Shaun
• Yummy: the last days of a Southside Shorty. Neri, Greg.
• Hernandez, Gilbert., Love & Rockets
• American Born Chinese. Yang, Gene Luen
• The kite runner: graphic novel. Hosseinei, Khaled.
• Tomboy: a graphic memoir. Prince, Liz
• Fun home: a family tragicomic. Bechdel, Alison
• A Jew in Communist Prague. Giardino
• The Ukrainian and Russian notebooks. Igort
• Strange fruit. Volume 1: Uncelebrated narratives from Black History. Gill, Joel Christian
• Two Brothers. Moon, Fabio
• Same difference. Kim, Derek Kirk
• A Chinese life. Kunwu, Li
• Zahra’s paradise. Amir/Khalil
• Pyongyang: a journey in North Korea. Delisle, Guy
• Mendoza’s paintbrush. Urrea, Luis Alberto
• Y: the last man. Vaughan, Brian
• Alia’s mission: saving the books of Iraq: inspired by a true story. Stamaty, Mark Alan
• The silence of our friends. Long, Mark
• Trickster: Native American tales: a graphic collection. Dembicki, Matt
• Child soldier: when boys and girls are used in war. Humphreys, Jessica Dee
• War Brothers: The Graphic Novel. McKay, Sharon
• The Cute Girl Network. Means, Greg; Reed, M.K.
• Clumsy: A Novel. Brown, Jeffrey
• Revolver. Kindt, Matt
• This One Summer. Tamaki, Mariko.
• Roller Girl. Jamieson, Victoria
• El Deafo. Bell, Cece.